
HOW SECURE IS YOUR BACKUP?

Your enterprise needs a solution that allows these employees to make fast and reliable encrypted backups of 
their data. And if your employees cannot afford to be without their data for any moment, then recovery must be 
immediate and easy.
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Of course, your co many times a company has employees that need more.  
E  need a backup and recovery system that is fast and that
they can use on their own.   Consequently, these employees often resort to other less secure means of backup.



CHALLENGES SURROUNDING WHOLE DISK ENCRYPTION POLICIES

HOW CAN YOU MEET THESE CHALLENGES?



Casper Secure Drive Backup will save 
your employees on average an entire day 
of unnecessary downtime by completely 
eliminating the lengthy restoration and re-
encryption processes required by other products 
when recovering from a hard drive failure. 
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With Casper Secure Drive Backup, your employees are 
able to create and maintain their own secure backups of 

Casper Secure Drive Backup ensures there 
is never a reason for your employees to be 
unprepared for a hard drive failure even when they 
do not have access to IT systems or support.

Casper Empowers Employees 

to Maintain their Own Secure 

Backup

Casper Secure Drive Backup 

Ensures Employees are Always 

Prepared for Hard Drive Failures
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Fast Recovery from 
Failed PGP® WDE Drives 
Eliminates Downtime



Casper Secure Drive Backup quickly 
duplicates a whole disk encrypted drive to 
a larger drive in the same amount of time 
that traditional backup and disk imaging 
programs copy an un-encrypted disk.
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With Casper Secure Drive Backup, your 
employees will know that their backup is fully 
functional with no surprises that the backup 
has been compromised by faulty equipment.

“ “
“Using Casper simply makes good business practice. No 
one should risk losing valuable documents, research data, 
or lesson plans or experience downtime because of a 
failed or infected hard drive.”  

“As an IT security consultant, I recommended Casper 
Secure Drive Backup to my medical center client.  It was the 
only solution that could meet their requirement of doing 
bare metal restores of their PGP®-encrypted laptops.  
 
I soon realized Future System Solution covers a segment 
of the backup market that no other company does and 
would be valuable to me in my work. Server data backup 
in most enterprises has its limitations.  Rebuilding a 
workstation from a standard image, restoring data and 
re-enabling licenses can take several days especially if a 
workstation runs custom applications.   With Casper, I am 
back in business generating revenue in 15 to 30 minutes.  
Even better, since it makes a whole disk encrypted copy 
of my workstation, Casper complies with our corporate 
security policy and standards.”

Employees always know 
that their backups will 
work when needed

Upgrading PGP® 

WDE Drives Is Easy




